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North



A plane crash blinds Fraser and strands the pair in the wilderness. Fraser and Ray's vacation to Canada to rebuild his father's cabin doesn't go as planned when it turns out the pilot of their airplane is actually an escaped felon. The felon jumps out of the plane, causing it to crash. Fraser is blinded in the crash, and eventually loses the use of his legs. Ray tries to carry Fraser out of the woods, and the two cops still have to catch the felon, while dealing with the ghosts of their two fathers.
Quest roles:
Gordon Pinsent(Fraser Sr.), Steve Smith(Hamish Carter), Andrew Jackson(Hogan), David Calderisi(Mr. Vecchio), Kevin Rushton(Goon), Brian Smegal(Jack), Barry Stillwell(Cop)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
9 November 1995, 00:00
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